My degree and my PGCE
I studied an HND and a science degree in business
information technology at Cheltenham and Gloucester
College of Higher Education now The University of
Gloucestershire from 1994 to 1997 it was quite practical and
gave me lots of experience that should have easily
transferred to the work place. Each year had 12 modules for
three years to make the science degree. Me and two fellow
students did a project with the local police as part of my
HND which appeared in the local paper.

I also worked at the university as a night porter working at
one of the campuses with halls of residence from 11 at night
to 5 in the morning seven nights on, seven nights off for
nearly the entire time I studied there.
The grades I got from my degree weren’t great but as
someone once said it’s the experience not just the grades
which as I mentioned for me included working for the
college as well as studying there.

When I graduated I went to live in Hong Kong for four years
and taught English as a foreign language and business
English for most of that time, I then lived in Thailand for 18
months and taught at a university. I then came back to
England and studied for a PCET PGCE specialsing in ESOL at
Greenwich University and graduated in 2003 when I was 35
years old. I then worked at Hammersmith and West London
College for a further two years before moving to France for
18 months to be with my family again. We then moved back
to Thailand for nearly a year where I taught English again
but I developed health problems, my eyelids kept closing
involuntarily so I came back to England in 2007 to get
treatment.
I claimed benefits to live on, I had rarely claimed benefits in
my adult life before then but in truth I haven’t really been off
benefits since although my wife and children came to live in
England for four years from 2009 to 2013 which helped me
a lot and I managed to volunteer at the Science Museum for
most of that time. I also looked for work but I’m not sure if it
was because we were living in a time of austerity but I never
got replies to my applications, no matter what I was
applying for I remained unsuccessful the entire time all
those four years and for years afterwards as well, although
to show how unfair the world of work can be to people like
me I can say that I volunteered successfully for three years
as a tour guide and curatorial archiver and I was offered a
master’s degree in intercultural communication at Birkbeck
in 2011 which I decided not to study and a PGCE in
secondary education at Middlesex University in 2009 but it
was a conditional offer and I decided not to take the place as
I didn’t think the conditions were fair they basically wanted
my original GCSEs in English and maths which I didn’t have
so it was conditional on me passing their equivalency tests.
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